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“My life was forever changed by attending the  
magical school of Korowal, where a vision of a different type 
of education became a reality and has endured to affect the 

lives of generations of people”
Former student. Barnaby Andersun has spent 25 years as a technology entrepreneur  

who retreated from Silicon Valley to Chiang Mai. 
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“I thrived in a creative environment, relating to people
personally- including teachers. You always feel that

you aren’t taken for granted. I don’t think I would be in this 
position without my art teachers, Anne Mashall and Andrew 

Ireland- especially Anne, who taught photography and 
really pushed my enthusiasm and drive to learn the art of 

photography, which carried me to further studies in the field.”

Aidan Williams is a 2015 HSC graduate.  
Aidan’s adventure photography was on the front cover of National Geographic in Germany  

this year. His love of the camera lens was nurtured at Korowal. 
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1. message from school key bodies

Report from the Chair - Greg Lucas B.Comm., MBA (Dist.), CFP.

I would like to acknowledge that we are here tonight on the traditional lands of the Darug and Gundungurra 
peoples. Korowal acknowledges this and recognises the strength, capacity and resilience of past and 
present Aboriginal people in this region.

It is my pleasure to deliver the Chair’s report for Korowal School Limited for the year ended 31 December 
2017, which is our 40th Annual General Meeting and my sixth report as Chair.

To garnish an understanding of the School’s complete achievements during 2017, it is necessary to 
read my report in conjunction with our Principal’s report and the full report pack.

BOARD

Directors in office at the date of this report are Chris Lee (Deputy Chair and Company Secretary), Louise 
Dungate, Steve Garthwin, Jayne Ansin and Nathan McLellan. Once again, I extend my sincere thanks 
to each of you for your dedication, commitment and contribution to the governance of Korowal. It is a 
pleasure to work with each of you.

During the year I have had cause to lean on the legal skills of Nathan McLellan. Notwithstanding the 
fact that for part of the year, he was on a leave of absence as a director due to his health, he has been 
incredibly generous with his time, and the contributions that he has made have been invaluable. 

Throughout the year our Deputy Chair, Chris Lee, again supported me. Thank you for always holding 
true to our values and for your calm professionalism.

FINANCES

Our finances continue to be exceptionally well managed by our Bursar, Melanie Williams. This allowed 
us to keep fee increases in some high school years to the absolute minimum, and reduce fees for some 
primary classes.

Other highlights of our key financial achievements for 2017 are:

•  Our finance team continued their sound management of our finances and we met our obligation to 
reduce our loan principal by $180,000.

• We made payments of interest and fees to ANZ of $137,739.

•  We continued our incentive program for parents wishing to pay their fees in advance, and the funds 
received were helpful in supporting our cash flow.

• Enrolments were held stable during the year.

•  Fee discounts and concessions were held at 14% of our total gross fee income reflecting our 
philosophy to provide support to those in need, whilst also recognising the financial realities we face.

• The ability to meet our obligation to provide teaching staff with a 2.3% pay increase.

• Increasing the administrative support for the School Executive.

• A marginal reduction to our expenditure on staff costs from 79% of total expenditure to 77%.



OPERATIONS

2017 witnessed a continued increased resourcing for the school. This included:

•  Commencement of covered walkwayss for high school students; disabled toilet access; undercover 
disability access parking and extension of the pathway to the ball court and meadow.

• Providing years 5 & 6 with access to laptops and iPads.

• Providing classrooms with interactive whiteboard projectors.

• Further investment in our Learning Resource Centre including new desktop computers.

• Commencement of replacing classroom furniture.

• Increasing learning support in the high school.

THANKS

On behalf of the entire board, I would like to extend our thanks to our Architect, Diego Villar for the 
support that he has continued to provide to the School. 

I would also like to single out a few key personnel at the AIS NSW for special thanks: Charles Alexander; 
Cathy Lovell; David Buley; Sue Cairns; Nick Clarke; Wendy Godden; Cara Langley & Robyn Yates – your 
support is greatly appreciated and helps us make a difference, thank you.

Our Principal, Barb Fitzgerald, continues to lead the school and shape its future. She does so with 
remarkable energy, whilst holding our values in all she does. I hope that you take at least a moment to 
reflect on your achievements and recognise the esteem in which you are held.

OUTLOOK

The School now has a very strong foundation and over the next few years I look forward to witnessing 
the further enhancement of teaching and learning within Korowal which is being led by the Executive 
who are charting a very exciting future for the way Korowal kids are educated. 

I look forward to continued reinvestment in our grounds, our classrooms and built environment as well 
as in our teachers and staff to ensure that our kids continue to receive inspiring educational experiences 
that:

• Develop their minds

• Imparts a love of learning

• Provides opportunities for exercise

•  Fosters their compassion and respect for themselves, one another and the community at large

• Provides opportunities to develop and demonstrate leadership

•  Foster intellectual and emotional intelligence enabling them to develop the soft skills required for the 
21st century
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Principal’s Report - Barb Fitzgerald
Principals Report on 2017, for the AGM of May 2018 

In further support of Greg’s acknowledgement of the Darug and Gundungurra people, we pay our respects 
to elders past and present, and welcome all aboriginal people within our School community.

Last year we celebrated our 40th Year as an independent, secular, coeducational, Human-Centred School. 
It was lovely to welcome back teachers from our past, including Bob Tucker, Pam Tucker, Catherine 
Dignam, Lesley Christen, David Wansborough, Graham Archer, Barbara Weisflogg, as well as many 
parents and students from our past and present. For many alumni it was their first foray to our Hazelbrook 
site, with comments abound about the similarities in ambience and beauty to our Leura home of 30 years. 

As part of our celebrations we enjoyed an ‘Impressions’ conversation at Korowal with Hugh Mackay on 
the place of community and the importance of belonging. Hugh discussed how, as humans, it is in our 
DNA to be connected beings. This sentiment was evident as we gathered on our beautiful grounds to 
share stories of our forty-year history and give thanks to the people who have made Korowal a reality.

While 2017 delivered celebrations, we also experienced tragedies, and the capacity of our community 
was challenged by these events. Within a two-month period, from November to New Year’s Day, we were 
rocked by the news that John Shaw, our dear contractor and constructor, David Gliddon, an intrepid 
adventurer, former student and father of young twins, and Lachlan Foote, a very recent graduate and 
gentle soul, had passed away after freak accidents in the Mountains. Again, we were humbled by the 
amplitude of our connections. The drive and generosity of our staff, parents, students and alumni to unite 
in support of the families and each other is a tribute to the community of generations of Korowallians and 
the importance of belonging. As we move into 2018 we continue to hold the families and loved ones of 
our dearly departed in our hearts.

Taking our School further into the global community has been a continuing focus in 2017. We welcomed 
students and teachers from our sister schools in Japan and China, and our students visited Japan and 
our Nepalese sister school. We welcomed a delegation of 22 Principals from China. I was honoured to 
be invited to give a keynote at the Sinofield Educational Forum at the Fairmont, and to also speak at the 
AIS- Hangzhou Principals Forum. We continue to develop greater global links to provide rich cultural 
experiences for our students and to share our school and creative ways.

Other highlights of our year include refinement in teaching praxis, with a focus on professional development 
for staff and improvements to learning facilities and our outdoor spaces. The Learning Resource Centre 
was refitted to provide standing benches. We repeated a similar fitting in the senior common room so 
that students have healthy options and may choose to work standing or sitting. With the assistance of a 
Commonwealth Building Grant, work commenced to provide under cover parking and toileting facilities 
for all-ability access, as well as covered access pathways. This continues into 2018.

We also had quite a few staff changes. After 25 years at Korowal Joachim Herrmann retired from full time 
teaching.  Joachim was at the forefront of ICT developments in the schools. He extracted us from pen and 
paper, to our first computers and through all the technological changes that led to our current Bring Your 
Own Device system. We enjoy seeing him when he returns for the occasional relief teaching day.

Kirsty Bishop also moved from her position as school Counsellor at Korowal and into private practice. 
Kirsty was one of our first senior students at Korowal, and returned as a staff member after study and 
practice. For ten years we benefited from her warmth, compassion, insight and intelligence. She has 
graduated twice! 



Amanda Bartels resigned after ten years in Korowal Primary. Students and staff continue to speak fondly 
of Amanda’s caring and quiet ways. She provided excellent learning experiences for her primary classes 
and introduced fine project-based learning in her Year 5 and 6 classes. 

Then at the end of the year we said farewell to Liz Barclay as High School Coordinator and Deputy 
Principal. In her short time with us, Liz assisted us to refine many of our systems in the high school, 
including reporting and assemblies, and was a great advocate for student wellbeing. 

We are most grateful for having these fine staff members with us for so long. Their legacies are seen in 
the students and programs we continue to use. We thank them all and wish them the best in their future 
endeavours.

It is always a challenge to find the right fit for a small school, but thankfully we have welcomed wonderfully 
talented and compassionate people onto our staff for 2017-2018. 

Jason Carthew is now in the role of IT Cordinator and Multi-Media teacher, amongst other things. Jason 
comes with distinction, as he engages in NESA staff training, programming, HSC marking and curriculum 
development, as well as teaching. We have introduced a new subject to HSC- Multi-Media Studies, which 
is Jason’s passion.

Similarly, we welcomed Sarah Farrell-Whelan as our Wellbeing Officer. Sarah is a Senior Social Worker 
with a depth of experience in working with child, youth, and family mental health. She is also an ex-
student, is currently engaged in Open Dialogue Training with Sydney University, St Vincent’s Hospital and 
trainers from Finland. 

Ian Curtois joined our staff to teach Biology to our senior students in 2018 and the students are in awe of 
his knowledge and eagerness to share this, and to facilitate their learning.

With great relief we welcomed Jes Somerville to the new part-time role of Personal Assistance to the 
Principal and have not looked back. She is perfect for the role.

Over the holidays in preparation for 2018 we welcomed Alistair Symons to the role of High School 
Coordinator, Deputy Principal. Alistair has a background in teaching and school leadership, tertiary 
teaching, school compliance, and is completing his doctorate. He has settled into this position with ease. 
We also have with us two engaging new primary teachers, Clare Laws and Elise Alt, who commenced in 
2018, so our compliment is complete with a passionate team of educators.

Throughout the year, the Korowal School Council has again been a great support to myself and the 
executive team. The individual Directors, Greg Lucas, Chris Lee, Jayne Ansin, Steve Garthwin, Louise 
Dungate and Nathan McLellan, have been invaluable in their governance. As these are voluntary positions 
we express our appreciation to each on behalf of the staff, parents and alumni. Of particular recognition, 
Greg has spent many weeks of his time reviewing and refining business as Board Chair, and he does 
so with clarity and sound ethical considerations. We are fortunate to have his level of commitment and 
scrutiny. Jayne has also shared time and skills in staff reviews and employment matters.

Our teachers are awesome. As are our administration, finance, marketing and support staff. They are the 
silken threads that weave us all together. We have benefited from the guidance, laughter and great work 
of each individual. We are beholden to you all for your passion, goodwill, tenacity, rigour and intelligence. 
Special thanks are extended to Bec Finch for her contributions to the executive team and leading the 
primary school, and to Melanie Williams for her sound financial management.
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Our students and their families are the reason that Korowal exists. We enjoy conversations, exchange 
ideas, facilitate learning and appreciate our students personal and academic achievements. Through 
parents and carers offering their help in a voluntary capacity we have been assisted in furthering great 
ideas. Our partnerships with external practitioners, such as the AIS, continue to rejuvenate and sustain us. 

We faced challenges together, we embraced change and celebrated our achievements. There is much to 
be proud of as we map the course of our future and reflect on the year that has been 2017. 

Thank you everyone.

Barb Fitzgerald 
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Korowal School Grounds



2. Contextual Information and 
Characteristics of the Student Body

About Korowal
Korowal is a small school with small classes, situated on seven beautiful hectares in the Blue Mountains 
town of Hazelbrook. We offer a learning and social environment that is integrated, nurturing, inspiring, 
and creative. 

Korowal is governed by a single school council, the Korowal School Board (KSB), made up of teachers 
and parents/guardians. This allows for the consensual and efficient operation of the School, both 
administratively and educationally, and encourages a constructive partnership between parents/
guardians and teachers.

The daily running of the School is in the hands of the School Principal and the Executive. The Principal 
is the School’s Chief Executive Officer and reports to the Board. Our current Principal is Barb Fitzgerald, 
a long-time teacher at the School.

EDUCATION 

We are a K-12 school, with our Year 11 & 12 classes operating under a Pathways model. Education at 
Korowal is informed by the following principles:

HUMAN-CENTRED EDUCATION

We believe that mutually respectful relationships between students, teachers and parents are the 
heart of the educational process. Relationships between students and teachers at Korowal continue 
for several years. The development of social skills and values is paramount. We promote kindness, 
empathy, resilience and critical thinking.

HUMAN SCALE EDUCATION

Korowal is a small school, where students are known, understood and valued as individuals within a 
supportive community. In a small school, the needs and talents of every student can be accommodated. 
Individual and community needs are balanced.

SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION

Learning is a lifelong process. Our aim is for students to finish school with motivation to continue 
learning and with developed social values. We take time to build strong, balanced foundations for all 
learning skills. Our learning culture is cooperative. Our students are not ranked against each other and 
not rushed to achieve skills targets at an early age. Our assessment processes are individualized and 
meaningful.

INTEGRATED EDUCATION

Our integrated curriculum supports children’s desire to learn and encourages extended concentration. 
Thematic study units intersect the usual subject boundaries. These are supplemented by specific skills 
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tuition in small groups. Multiple aged learning groups are employed in different ways across the school 
as a means of extending students’ learning and social horizons. We value all skills equally – academic, 
creative, social/emotional and physical. This allows every child at Korowal the chance to shine. 

SECULAR EDUCATION

We are not affiliated with any religion. We encourage understanding and mutual respect. Religions 
are studied in context. We do not teach scripture. Our whole-school philosophy program develops 
philosophical thinking and enquiry from kindergarten through to the final school year.

ACCESS & EQUITY

We aim to keep fees as low as possible. We offer several scholarships in High School. We provide 
significant discounts for third and subsequent children. As an inclusive community we support the 
integration of students with additional needs and richer for this.

FEATURES

Pathways HSC 
Our compressed delivery HSC program offers a flexible alternative that equalises workload across the 
senior years. Each subject is studied intensively for one year and examined at the end of that year. 
We offer part time study (up to five years) in a senior college environment. We support and inspire 
students towards their potential and goals. Our program has a consistent record of success across the 
curriculum.

Location and Facilities 

Shared Facilities
Korowal School has a large hall, library, ball court, meadow and mini-oval, outdoor gym circuit and 
canteen which are all shared facilities throughout the school. Students are given access to facilities 
according to the timetable.

Primary
We have 7 classrooms in the Primary School and a Library reading room for Primary Students attached 
to the main library. Each cohort has their own classroom, dependent on the timetable, classes move in 
and out of teaching spaces to allow for Japanese, Art and PE. 

High School
We have 11 high school teaching spaces that include 2 Visual Arts/DT rooms, 2 Science Labs, Learning 
Resource centre, DT Cooking space, Music Rooms, a dedicated Drama space and Learning Hub. 
Students have access to computers in the library and workspace for study.

Pathways
Pathways cclasses are held in the high school teaching spaces listed above. In addition, Pathways 
students have a common room in which they can study, prepare food, and relax between classes. 
Pathways students also have access to a Pathways Study Room and Senior Reading Room in the 
Library.
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Transport
Korowal is accessible by train and bus from Penrith and all Mountains towns. We employ transport 
supervisors who travel with our primary students on public transport to and from school. The school 
bus transports some primary students to and from school.

Korowal Studios
Also operating from our school facilities are The Korowal Studios, which offer individual and group 
tuition in the creative and performing arts, provided by a team of talented and experienced artists. 
Tuition is available within and outside of school hours. The school Jazz Band, Neill’s Arm-ee, continues 
to support the school at events which included, Open Day and other events within and outside of the 
school.

Sport, Outdoor Education & Co-curricular 
Our curriculum rotates students through a wide variety of sports, dance, fitness programs and physical 
challenges. High school students undertake a structured series of outdoor adventures in our outdoor 
education program, with our annual school camps. Primary students regularly take advantage of 
bushwalking in the Blue Mountains National Park, which is on our doorstep. Junior high school 
students engage in a co-curricular program once each week and choose a new activity each term.
Each class, from Year 2 through to Year 12, participates in an annual camp ranging from in-school 
sleepovers for Year 2 students, to outdoor education adventures for the remainder of primary through 
to senior years. Korowal students also attend a variety of cultural activities. Students represent us 
in the Pacific Games in swimming events, we also have students represent Korowal in swimming, 
fencing, futsal and cross country events.
As part of the Sporting Schools Program, the Year 5 & 6 classes collaborated with Orienteering NSW. 
The school grounds have now been professionally mapped and students have been coached in using 
the schools new orienteering kit.  
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Characteristics of the student body
Our school has approximately 225 students from Kindergarten through to Year 12, with our 
High School and Pathways class sizes sitting marginally larger than the Primary School. 
Each year group has a single class with many opportunities through both Primary and High 
for classes to be organised vertically. Our HSC program is delivered using the Pathways 
Model. Our students are from a wide range of backgrounds, with the majority of students’ first 
language being English. We encourage students to explore, accept and support one another’s 
cultural backgrounds, beliefs and values. We embrace and provide support to students with 
additional needs and have overseas students on short and long term visas. Our community is 
built on the relationships that students, teachers, parents and carers foster. This provides the 
foundation for learning within a nurturing environment, thus supporting the journey towards 
becoming engaged young adults. 

While Korowal is a comprehensive K-12 school there is a strong focus brought to creativity 
in learning and imaginative play. A creative approach to education is known to assist in 
developing neural pathways that enhance learning. Many of our alumni are pursuing careers in 
science, information technology, music engineering, architecture, law, medicine, performing 
and visual arts and social sciences. They bring a strong ethical framework to decision making.

At the August 2017 census the school had 219 students from Kindergarten through to Year 
12. Of these students 114 were male and 105 were female. Students come from a wide 
range of backgrounds, and we have a number of students with additional needs. In addition, 
2.28% of students have an indigenous background. Korowal is registered to enroll overseas 
students from Kindergarten through to Year 12.

Visit to Japan

Index of Community Socio-Educational Advantage (ICSEA): 1078



3.  Student Outcomes in    
 Standardized National Literacy  
 & Numeracy Testing

Student performance on NAPLAN has previously been provided to ACARA for uploading to the My 
School website and is available for viewing at the following website http://www.myschool.edu.au
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4. Senior Secondary Outcomes
Record of Student Achievement
Seven students from years 10 to 12 applied for and were granted a Record of Student Achievement 
(RoSA) through BOSTES in 2017.

Higher School Certificate
At Korowal School, the HSC is delivered using the Pathways Model which provides a sustainable 
alternative to the typical HSC program, in which all subjects are examined together in one high-stress 
period at the end of year 12. Pathways is a compressed model in which year 11 and 12 students study 
together, and each subject is taught intensively for one year, with students sitting exams at the end of 
each year.  This pattern of study and assessment is similar to that used at universities.

Our 2017 HSC results continue to reflect the comprehensive range of ability in the cohort, as well as the 
selection process. Students choose a subject because they want to study it rather than because they 
demonstrate a high level of competency in the subject at entry, post Year 10. For this reason, we see 
some slight variations within subjects and candidate numbers between subjects fluctuate. The largest 
number of students in any course in 2017 was 14, and the lowest had 1 candidate. 

It is always challenging to analyse data with a small cohort of students, but in general, of the subjects on 
offer in 2017, the students continue to track above the state average in English Advanced, Visual Arts, 
Music 1, Business Studies, History Extension, Japanese, Legal Studies. They are on the state average in 
Society and Culture where we received our highest HSC mark ever in this subject, and also in Chemistry 
and Modern History. We saw an increase in enrolled candidates for both English Extensions 1 and 2 
which broadened the spread of results, however the top marks were stronger than in previous years. 
General Mathematics continued to show variations and reflect the candidates in that course.

Of our graduating Year 12 cohort, 100% of the students attained their Year 12 certificate

Subject Year No of  
Students Performance band achievement by

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Biology

2016 6 School: 6 (100%)  
State: (90%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (10%)

2014 8 School: 8 (100%)  
State: (94%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (6%)

2012 13 School: 10 (77%)  
State: (90%)

School: 3 (23%)  
State: (10%)

Top Bands E3 – E4 Lower Bands E1 - E2

Business Studies
2017 12 School: 11 (92%)  

State: (86%)
School: 1 (8%)  
State: (13%)

First time offered
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Subject Year No of  
Students Performance band achievement by

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Chemistry

2017 9 School: 8 (89%)  
State: (90%)

School: 1 (11%)  
State: (9%)

2015 11 School: 9 (82%)  
State: (93%)

School: 2 (18%)  
State: (7%)

2013 8 School: 7 (88%)  
State: (91%)

School: 1 (12%)  
State: (9%)

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

English  
Advanced

2017 4 School: 4 (100%)  
State: (98%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (1%)

2016 12 School: 11 (92%)  
State: (99%)

School: 1 (8%)  
State: (1%)

2015 8 School: 8 (100%)  
State: (93%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (1%)

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

English  
Extension I

2017 5 School: 4 (80%)  
State: (93%)

School: 1 (20%)  
State: (6%)

2015 3 School: 2 (67%)  
State: (94%)

School: 1 (33%)  
State: (6%)

2014 1 School: 1 (100%)  
State: (86%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (14%)

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

English  
Extension II

2017 3 School: 2 (67%)  
State: (77%)

School: 1 (33%)  
State: (22%)

2016 1 School: 1 (100%) 
State: (78%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (22%)

2011 1 School: 1 (100%)  
State: (84%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (16%)

Top Bands E3 – E4 Lower Bands E1 - E2

English  
Standard

2016 10 School: 6 (60%)  
State: (87%)

School: 4 (40%)  
State: (13%)

2014 14 School: 13 (93%)  
State: (92%)

School: 1 (7%)  
State: (8%)

2013 6 School: 4 (67%)  
State: (73%)

School: 2 (33%)  
State: (27%)

Top Bands E3 – E4 Lower Bands E1 - E2

History  
Extension

2017 4 School: 4 (100%) State: 
(80%)

School: 0 (0%) State: 
20%)

2013 1 School: 1 (100%) State: 
(74%)

School: 0 (0%) State: 
(26%)

2010 3 School: 1 (33%) State: 
(71%)

School: 2 (67%) State: 
(29%)

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Modern  
History

2017 14 School: 12 (86%)  
State: (86%)

School: 2 (14%)  
State: (13%)

First time offered
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Subject Year No of  
Students Performance band achievement by

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Japanese 2017 1 School: 1 (100%)  
State: (83%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (16%)

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Legal Studies
2016 1 School: 1 (100%)  

State: (88%)
School: 0 (0%)  
State: (12%)

First time offered
Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Mathematics  
2 Unit

2014 11 School: 11 (100%)  
State: (96%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (4%)

2012 10 School: 9 (90%)  
State: (90%)

School: 1 (10%)  
State: (10%)

2010 9 School: 5 (56%)  
State: (89%)

School: 4 (44%)  
State: (11%)

Top Bands E3 – E4 Lower Bands E1 - E2

General  
Mathematics

2017 13 School: 6 (46%)  
State: (74%)

School: 7 (54%)  
State: (25%)

2016 9 School: 9 (100%)  
State: (92%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (8%)

2015 10 School: 6 (60%)  
State: (75%)

School: 4 (40%)  
State: (25%)

Top Bands E3 – E4 Lower Bands E1 - E2

Mathematics  
Extension I

2016 3 School: 0 (0%)  
State: (79%)

School: 3 (100%)  
State: (21%)

2014 6 School: 4 (67%)  
State: (81%)

School: 2 (33%)  
State: (19%)

2012 2 School: 0 (0%)  
State: (84%)

School: 2 (100%)  
State: (16%)

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Mathematics  
Extension II

2015 1 School: 1 (100%)  
State: (86%)

School: (0%)  
State: (14%)

2010 1 School: 1 (100%)  
State: (90%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (10%)

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Music 1

2017 14 School: 7 (100%)  
State: (98%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (1%)

2015 8 School: 8 (100%)  
State: (95%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (5%)

2013 13 School: 13 (100%)  
State: (98%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (2%)
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Subject Year No of  
Students Performance band achievement by

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Physics

2016 8 School: 3 (38%)  
State: (88%)

School: 5 (62%)  
State: (12%)

2014 9 School: 9 (100%)  
State: (95%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (5%))

2012 8 School: 7 (88%)  
State: (91%)

School: 1 (12%)  
State: (9%)

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Society and  
Culture

2017 12 School: 11 (92%)  
State: (93%)

School: 1 (8%) 
State: (7%)

2015 11 School: 11 (100%)  
State: (95%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (5%)

2011 10 School: 3 (30%)  
State: (92%)

School: 7 (70%)  
State: (8%)

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Studies of  
Religion II

2016 5 School: 4 (80%)  
State: (90%)

School: 1 (20%)  
State: (10%)

2014 18 School: 18 (100%)  
State: (96%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (4%)

2012 9 School: 9 (100%)  
State: (89%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (11%)

Bands 3 - 6 Bands 1 - 2

Visual Arts

2017 10 School: 10 (100%)  
State: (99%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (1%)

2016 9 School: 9 (100%)  
State: (98%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (2%)

2015 10 School: 10 (100%)  
State: (98%)

School: 0 (0%)  
State: (2%)
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5. Professional Learning and 
Teaching Standards

Korowal School Annual Report 19

Whole staff
• Occupational therapist - Handwriting training 

• Headspace: Emergency Response Training 

• Child Protection Update

Wellbeing and Welfare – elected staff  
• Inclusive Schooling

• Learning difficulties Coalition 

• AIS: NCCD Refresher course 

• NCCD – Making Consistent Teacher 
Judgement 

• My Friends Youth

• PBiS Positive Behaviour in Schools

• Student Wellbeing Conference 

• Children’s E-safety Commissioner outreach 
program

Teaching Praxis and Subject Specific
• AIS: HSC Update

• HSC Math Day

• HSC Update on Reforms

• HSC History Syllabus update

• Numeracy – Assessment to Intervention

• Student Testing (SENA)

• PE Planning Day

• HSC English Syllabus Update

• Creative Writing 

• Geography Field Work Conference

• AIS: SAC Conference 

• New Curriculum

• IEU Environment Conference

• ACHPER Conference 

• HSC Drama Practical Projects 

• English Teachers Association 

• AIS: Student Services Conference

Information and Technology
• AIS: ICT Conference 

• IIATE Conference 

• AIS: NSW DigiSTEM Conference 

Administration and Finance
• AIS: Principal Financial Understanding 

• AON Insurance Brand & Reputation

• PE Admin

Executive
• AIS: Senior Executives Program

• Evidence Based Strategies 

• Child Protection Investigation Training 

• AIS Coaching

• HICES Meeting 

• Lawsense Seminar

• International Leaders Dialogue

• AIS: Hangzhou Principals Forum



Category Number of 
Teachers

i. Teachers having teacher education qualifications from a higher 
education institution within Australia or as recognized within the 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition (AEI-NOOSR) 
guidelines 

26

ii. Teachers having a bachelor degree from a higher education 
institution within Australia or one recognized within the AEI-NOOSR 
guidelines but lack formal teacher education qualifications

3

Level of Accreditation Number of 
Teachers

Pre – 2004 Teachers (accreditation not required in 2017) 15

Conditional -

Provisional -

Proficient Teacher 14

Total number of teachers 29
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Teaching Qualifications

Teacher Accreditation
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6. Workforce Composition

This description of the Korowal School workforce is extracted from the information published on the 
ACARA website from the August 2017 census.

Workforce Total

Number of teaching staff 27

Full-time equivalent teaching staff 21.2

Number of non-teaching staff 12

Full-time equivalent non-teaching staff 8.3

Korowal School Annual Report 21
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7. Student Attendance, and 
retention rates and post-school 
destinations in secondary school

Attendance
As a registered non-government school in accordance with the Act we are required to keep a register 
of enrolments and daily attendances of all students at the school using the ministers common code of 
recording. At Korowal, these registers are maintained in electronic form which has been approved by 
the Minister for Education. Korowal School complies with all regulatory bodies and keeps all necessary 
documentation on student attendance, including participating in student attendance audits. In New 
South Wales, all children form six years of age are legally required to attend school or be registered for 
home schooling. After they complete Year 10 and until they turn 17 years of age, students then have 
the following options:

• Enrol in full-time further education and training (eg. TAFE, traineeship, apprenticeship)
• Undertake full-time, paid employment of an average of 25 hours per week; or
• A combination of the above.

Children are expected to attend all school activities, on time. Absences are required to be explained in 
one of the following methods:
• A note, fax or email to the school
• A telephone call to the school, or
• A verbal explanation to the school
• Application for Exemption from school are formally submitted to the Principle for consideration and 

approval. 

Attendance Data
The attendance information below is collected from the data submitted for the August, 2017 STATS 
Report, with the addition of Kindergarten, Year 11 and 12. The attendance rate for students was 88% 
and is broken down according to year group in the graph below. Leave can consist of sick leave, 
extended sick leave and other approved leave. 
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Year K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Attendance 
Rate % 85.9 86.5 91.8 92.2 87.7 88.1 90.0 83.7 89.5 86.5 82.0 93.4 87.5



Exemptions
In 2010 the Minister, under section 25 of the Education Act 1990, delegated the power to principals 
of non-government schools to grant and cancel a certificate of exemption from being enrolled and 
attending school, in certain prescribed circumstances. Where the parent of a student of compulsory 
school age seeks an exemption from attendance at school or an exemption from enrolment, Korowal 
will process the parent’s application in accordance with the guidelines from the NSW Department of 
Education and Communities.

Management of Non Attendance 
Students are required to attend school. Parents/Carers are responsible to advise the school of their 
child’s absence by either phoning the school office on the day of the absence, emailing the school or 
sending a note with the child on their return to school. Students who arrive at school after the start of 
the school day must present to the office and sign in advising the office of their reason for being late. 

In the event that a student does not attend school for a week or more and the absence has not been 
explained, the Year Coordinators or Class Teacher may make contact with the family to discuss the 
educational support needs of the student in returning to school. The school works closely with families 
to assist students who may require assistance managing school work and priorities in the event of 
medical illness, anxiety, school refusal and other identified needs.

Families going on extended leave must complete an application for leave form (in accordance with 
legislation) and submit to the school office for authorisation from the Principal. The parent is notified of 
the outcome via authorised certificate or directly from the Principal

Retention Rates
Sixty two percent of the 2015 Year 10 cohort continued on to graduate year 12 in 2017. Our Year 10 
cohort of 2015 had 21 students. By the end of Year 12 we had 14 enrolled students graduate. Over the 
12 months, from Year 10 to the commencement of Year 12, one student from this class group moved 
into work options, two to TAFE, while five students moved to other schools both in and outside of the 
local area. Reasons for leaving included family relocating and choosing to do a traditional Year 11 and 
12 model rather than the Pathways system. Our exchange student returned to her home country after a 
year with us, and one Year 12 student completed her HSC over three years, graduating in 2017.

Post School Destination
Of our 2017, Year 12 Graduates, 57% of students are taking a gap year, travelling overseas or are 
engaged in paid employment, with the intention of commencing studies in 2019. A further 29% of 
students have commenced university degrees in 2018 and 14% went to other destinations. 

Our students continued to represent Korowal with pride. Our 2017 HSC results were pleasing and 
in keeping with the interests and skills of the candidates. Some have gone directly into Science, 
Archaeology, Design, Liberal Arts, Advanced Studies, Evolutionary Biology and History. Some are 
travelling or working for travel.

The future of our students lies in the authenticity of the graduating individuals, their self- awareness and 
their engagement with learning for life. Many will work in areas of great social impact.
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Enquiries for enrolment to Korowal School can be made via phone, email, directly to the office or via 
the Korowal School website. Once an initial enquiry is made, an information pack which includes an 
application form, prospectus, fees schedule, code of conduct, fees policy and information booklet 
are sent to the enquirer and an appointment is made to tour the school with a member of exec. Upon 
receipt of an application form, the enrolment process begins and is as follows: 

• Interview with the Class Teacher

• Contact with previous school if applicable

• Contact with medical professionals as identified

• Interview with specialist teachers/counsellors as identified

Enrolment to Korowal School is in accordance with the Disabilities Discrimination Act 1992 and the 
Disability Standard for Education 2005. 

Parents and students are required to read and sign an Enrolment Form, Enrolment Contract, Code of 
Conduct for Students and Parents prior to enrolment at Korowal School. Once enrolled, students and 
parents are expected to support the School’s ethos and comply with the School policies and procedural 
guidelines to maintain the enrolment. Policies and Procedural guidelines are available through the 
Korowal School Office

Korowal School Enrolment Policy
Korowal is an independent, co-educational, K-12 school underpinned by a human-centred philosophy 
and operating within the policies of the NSW Board of Studies.

VISION

We are a recognised leader in providing inspiring educational experiences within a school that is small, 
enabling authentic relationships and a strong focus on social and emotional learning.  Our students, 
teachers and parents know, understand and care for and about one another.

MISSION

To foster the holistic development of students intellectually, socially, emotionally and physically in order 
to reach their full potential.

To bring out the very best in each child and young adult, cultivating qualities of critical thinking, creativity, 
empathy, responsible self-awareness and resilience.

To acknowledge the equal worth of every person in all of our relationships.

8. Enrolment Policies

IMAGE TOP HSC student Olivia Gilmore McKinn working on her artwork,  
BOTTOM Pathways student working on HSC artwork

HSC Artwork in the Korowal art room
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Enrolment Policy
All enrolment offers are at the discretion of the Principal and will be primarily determined by the date the 
application is received. Additionally, consideration will be given to the applicant’s support for the ethos 
of the school, as well as the educational, social and emotional needs of all students in a class before 
an offer of enrolment to a new student proceeds.  Priority will, however, be given under the following 
circumstances:

• where an applicant has a sibling at the School;

• scholarship applications;

• where the applicant is the child of a permanent member of staff of the School;

• where an applicant has been previously enrolled at the School;

• where one parent has completed Year 12 at the School

• balancing needs within the class and other criteria determined by the School from time to time.

In keeping with our inclusive educational environment, our policy enables us to meet the requirements 
of the Disabilities Discrimination Act 1992 and the Disability Standard for Education 2005.  Where 
there is a special need, the Principal must be informed by the applicant and provided with all relevant 
information. The enrolment process continues consistent with the Act.  

It is preferred that children turn 5 before April 30th to enter Kindergarten.  In some circumstances, 
consideration will be given to children whose birthdates fall between 1st May and 30th June.

When children transfer from another system to Korowal and have been in a class ahead of where we 
would have them, based on age, we will make our decision after sighting the previous school’s reports, 
samples of work and communication with that school.

In all cases, it is important to provide the child’s original birth certificate or passport.

PERMISSION REQUIREMENTS

•  By enrolling your child (children) you give permission for your child (children) to attend outings in 
the charge of a teacher during School days.  These outings will include bushwalking, swimming, 
swimming lessons, as well as other excursions that may extend beyond regular School hours.  
Permission is also given for child/ren to travel on the School bus or a bus hired by the School.

• In the event of illness or accident, authority is given for any medical, surgical or dental treatment or 
other procedures that may be required by the child while s/he is under School care.

• Additional charges will occur for attendance of some visiting artists, some sporting activities, theatre 
performances and other activities that the School may deem appropriate.  Some of these outings 
may be subsidised through School fees.

• Parent/Guardian(s) agree to give Korowal School one (1) term’s notice in term time in writing 
(excluding holidays) of their intention to withdraw the child/ren from the School.  It is understood 
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that failure to do so will incur a penalty of one (1) term’s fees in lieu of notice.  It is understood and 
accepted that the conditions set out in the attached fees policy sheet will be met.

CONTINUED ENROLMENT

• Students whose fees are unpaid at the end of an academic term may have their enrolment 
terminated.

• • Students or parents who are unable or unwilling to support the School’s ethos, policies or 
procedural guidelines may also lose enrolment

DECLARATION BY PARENTS

1. I/We agree to have the above-named pupil entered on the waiting list for Korowal School.

2. I/We understand that the acceptance is subject to interview.  I/We also understand that an interview 
does not constitute the offer of a place.

3. I/We acknowledge joint and several liability for the payment of all School fees and charges in 
accordance with the Fees Policy.

4. I/We enclose $100 as an enrolment application fee which I/we understand is not refundable.

5. I/We agree to comply with the policies governing the School and the authority of the Korowal 
School Council and teachers; I/we understand that this is a condition of continued enrolment. The 
School reserves the right to update and review these policies at its discretion.

6. I/We have provided all relevant information concerning our child/ren.

7. I/We acknowledge that we have been given a copy of the Enrolment Contract, Code of Conduct for 
Students and Parents, an abbreviated Fees policy and agree to read and comply with the terms of 
those policies.

8. I/We acknowledge that we have received a copy of the School’s Values, Vision and Mission 
Statement

Policy endorsed by KYC  - October 2016 
Next Review -  October 2018

Principal’s Signature:
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Korowal School implements policies and procedural guidelines to support students, parents/
caregivers, staff, exec staff and the board of directors to guide decisions, achieve rational outcomes 
and create boundaries for acceptable behaviour. The policies and procedural guidelines are developed 
in accordance with the educational goals, values and vision of the school and in accordance with 
legislation. All policies are regularly reviewed by the Exec team. 

Policies are available on request from the Korowal School Office, via the school intranet (K.O.S.M.O.S. 
on Google Drive) and on the Korowal School website: 

http://www.korowal.nsw.edu.au/Governance/Reports,policiesandprocedures/tabid/488/Default.aspx

Following is an overview of key policies: Student Welfare, Anti-bullying, Discipline, and Complaints & 
Grievances. There were no adjustments required to policies in 2017, therefore a full review has been 
carried over to 2018.

Policy Access to full text

Student Wellbeing

One of Korowal School’s aims is to create a safe and 
supportive environment in which students, teachers 
and families feel valued. The School seeks to promote a 
learning environment where we:
• minimise risk of harm 
• support the physical, social, academic, spiritual and 

emotional development of students
• provide policies and programs that develop a sense 

of self-worth and foster personal development
• are mutually supportive
• respect each other, the values and ethos of the 

School
• •provide equal opportunity for all.
We believe that it is essential to an individual’s personal 
growth to flourish in connection with other human 
beings.  One of our roles as educators is to assist 
students who behave in ways that are inappropriate or 
unacceptable within the context of the School’s values. 
We are interested in changing these behaviours in such 
a way that students feel they belong to our community.  
What remains important is that unacceptable or 
inappropriate behaviour is dealt with and change is 
achieved.

The full text of the Student 
Wellbeing Policy is available 
on request from the Korowal 
School Office, via the school 
intranet (K.O.S.M.O.S. on 
Google Drive) and on the 
Korowal School website: 
http://www.korowal.nsw.
edu.au/Governance/
Reports,policiesandprocedures/
tabid/488/Default.aspx

9. Other School Policies
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Policy Access to full text

Anti-bullying

Korowal School does not tolerate bullying in any form.
In a School that values relationships, we require all 
stakeholders to support our proactive and responsive anti-
bullying processes.  Our goal when dealing with matters 
relating to bullying is to restore a respectful relationship 
between those involved.  To this end we:
• support the person who is the target of the bullying 

behaviour
• support the person who is the perpetrator of the bullying 

behaviour
• provide appropriate skill building for all those people 

impacted by this behaviour
The School’s response to bullying is built on an evidence-
based framework that is informed by current research and 
includes the Method of Shared Concern and Restorative 
Practices.

The full text of the Student 
Wellbeing Policy is available on 
request from the Korowal School 
Office, via the school intranet 
(K.O.S.M.O.S. on Google Drive) 
and on the Korowal School 
website: http://www.korowal.
nsw.edu.au/Governance/
Reports,policiesandprocedures/
tabid/488/Default.aspx

Student Discipline

We are interested in changing inappropriate behaviour in such 
a way that the student continues to feel that they belong to the 
School community.
It is when a student’s behaviour does not change, despite 
our best efforts, that discussion and flexibility of approach 
become necessary.
For a successful outcome, it is important that there is a 
willingness on behalf of both the student and carers to 
participate in the process.

The full text of the Student 
Discipline Policy is available on 
request from the Korowal School 
Office, via the school intranet 
(K.O.S.M.O.S. on Google Drive) 
and on the Korowal School 
website: http://www.korowal.
nsw.edu.au/Governance/
Reports,policiesandprocedures/
tabid/488/Default.aspx

“The desire to belong is a throbbing urge that won’t be stilled 
until our hearts find safe lodgings”.

Hugh Mackay: The Art of Belonging’:
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Policy Access to full text

Student Discipline

Korowal School provides the opportunity for parents 
and students to raise issues of concern directly with the 
person/s involved.  Staff are able to meet with parents or 
students face to face to discuss any issue and will only 
respond to emails to set up meetings.  If preferred, a 
meeting with a member of the School executive can be 
made.
It is important that time is given to deal with concerns 
and that matters are dealt with according to any relevant 
policies.
It is required that matters being dealt with by the School on 
behalf of students and/or parents be kept confidential.
Korowal School invites feedback from its parent and 
student body and endeavours to provide a harmonious 
environment where dissatisfaction can be heard in a 
mutually respectful environment, with the common goal 
being to find the best way to restore that harmony.

The full text of the Complaints 
and Grievances Policy is 
available on request from the 
Korowal School Office, via the 
school intranet (K.O.S.M.O.S. 
on Google Drive) and on the 
Korowal School website: 
http://mbdnn2.australis.net.
au/korowal/Governance/
Reports,policiesandprocedures/
tabid/488/Default.aspx
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FOR PARENTS AND STUDENTS ACTING IN A SUPERVISORY CAPACITY

The School is committed to the achievement of the highest standards of education in which the security, 
protection and comfort of students and staff retains the highest priority. The following guidelines are issued for 
all staff, responsible in any way for the conduct of educational activities at Korowal School.

Corporal punishment is unacceptable and is not tolerated at Korowal School. Violence (physical or verbal) is an 
inappropriate behaviour management strategy at the School.  It is unacceptable for an adult or student acting 
in a supervisory capacity to touch a student “in anger”. Similarly, it is inappropriate for an adult or student 
acting in a supervisory capacity to shout in anger at a student in an excessive or violent manner.

These guidelines remain subject to all current Child Protection Legislation.

PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS

As stated in all relevant policies, policies are based on principles of procedural fairness. Korowal School acts 
on the following definition of procedural fairness: Procedural fairness is a basic right of all when dealing with 
authorities. Procedural fairness refers to what is sometimes described as the ‘hearing rule’ and ‘right to an 
unbiased decision’.

The ‘hearing rule’ includes the right of the person against whom an allegation has been made to:

• Know the allegation related to a specific matter and any other information which will be taken into account 
in considering the matter.

• Know the process by which the matter will be considered.

• Respond to the allegation.

Know how to seek a review of the decision made in response to the allegations.

The ‘right to an unbiased decision’ includes the right to:

• Impartiality in an investigation and decision making. 

• An absence of bias by a decision-maker.

To support procedural fairness, it is required that confidentiality is held around matters being dealt with between 
the School and the parents and students involved

Students visiting Korow
al from

 C
hinese sister school
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Focus was brought to the following areas for 2017:

Studentship
We began in primary school with a focus on beauty and quality and we continued this in the high school 
as we brought focus to drafting as a mechanism for refining ideas and concepts, ensuring students are 
satisfied with the quality of their work.

Student Wellbeing
High School students participated in three Macquarie University wellbeing surveys in 2017. These 
surveys will be offered again in 2018 and used to track student wellbeing. The RADAR, CATS and CALIS 
Wellbeing Surveys measured areas such as family connectedness, peer acceptance, acceptance of 
appearance, psychological and social threats, perception of personal failure, perception of personal 
safety. 
A new role was created in 2017 for Wellbeing Support. Sarah Farrell-Whelan has brought much care 
and commitment to this role and has worked across both the primary and high school to connect with 
and support the emotional wellbeing and learning of Korowal students. New discussion/support groups 
have formed as a result of her dedicated work, and Open Dialogue has been further developed as a 
practice to support communication around student wellbeing.

Professional Development for Staff
We began the year Planning Strategically for Futures Education, drawing on the latest research from 
the Foundations for Young Australians (FYA). This assisted us to organize our Educational Priorities for 
2017.
In addition to this, staff engaged in professional development at faculty and whole school levels. In-
services around changes to curriculum in English, Geography, Sciences, and Mathematics to HSC level 
were attended by teachers.
Primary staff participated in the AIS Reading Recovery Program and HS staff in ‘My Friends Youth’ 
wellbeing program training. All staff participated in Child Protection updates and two staff members 
completed the AIS Child Protection Investigation Training Course. Other areas for study included AIS 
Senior Executive Training, NCCD Updates and Inclusive Schooling In-services.

Communications
After surveying community needs and feedback regarding school communication in 2016, phase two 
of reviewing Korowal’s communication systems commenced in 2017. Research and development was 
conducted into streamlining our mechanisms including the website, NOTICeBOARD, paper forms, 
emails and database. The outcomes of this review will be rolled out in 2018 – 2019.

10. School Determined Priority Areas  
 For Improvement
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Looking outward
Korowal continues to cultivate global connections through sister schools in Japan, Nepal and China. 
Connections with Korowal’s Chinese sister school in Hangzhou were strengthened in 2017 as we 
hosted delegations of both visiting Principals and students who toured the school and observed our 
classes in action. 
Connecting closer to home were two enriching events organised by Korowal School. Reaching into the 
community and sharing expertise, these Impressions Conversation evenings enabled a rich dialogue 
between guest speakers, the school and the broader community. Renowned sculptors Tim Hannan and 
Rachel Peachy discussed the topic of coping with change and author Hugh MacKay sat in conversation 
on the importance of community and belonging.

Environment
Environmental stewardship was a renewed priority for the school in 2017. Primary students participated 
in bush school days each term, engaging deeply with their natural environment. 
Work continued on our built environment, providing greater facilities, shelter from the elements and 
easy access throughout the school.

Strategic Planning
Phase One of our strategic plan was undertaken, exploring education priorities for futures schooling 
ensuring that our students are prepared for the opportunities and challenges that face them as they 
emerge from school.  This was the focus of our staff development days and professional development 
for 2017.

Stand-up for Health and Ergonomics
As highlighted in the priorities for 2016, the redesign and refurbishment of the learning resource centre 
and art rooms is complete, and the spaces are now equipped with stand-up benches. 
Classrooms across the school also have the option of Hokki stools for student use. The movement 
provided by Hokki stools is designed to aid children in the development of their motor skills and 
muscular skeletal system.

Playground
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Across Primary and High School we continue to use Restorative Practice as a school wide approach to 
conflict resolution. The onus is on us all, as individuals, to take responsibility for our actions, to move 
towards having the right conversation and move to resolution and restoration of relationships. 

Students have been actively involved in fundraising, community service, public performance and 
festivals, leading assemblies and philosophical group discussions on topical issues.

Primary School students were again involved in many events at school and off campus. The Year 6 Peer 
Support Program was replaced with a broader approach to student leadership. Year 6 continued to lead 
younger students, and model behaviour, through whole Primary events such as weekly assemblies, 
Bush School Days and the Huff & Puff Gala Day.  Year 6 were also responsible for planning and running 
BBQs at a number of events in 2017 including a visit by teachers and students from Hangzhou, China.

Personal Development programs across the school were enhanced in 2017 with visits from the 
Responsible Pet Program, our local Police Liaison Officer and local Paramedics. We work closely with 
families, professional organisations and teams in the community to support our students’ health and 
wellbeing.

Primary School Initiatives
Bush School Days were held in primary four times during the year, significantly increasing the number 
of experiences offered by this outdoor education program. Bush School Days greatly enriched the 
students’ relationships with their environment and helped build practical skills and knowledge across 
a range of areas including natural fabric dying, campfire cooking, construction, illustration, and the 
creation of mini mandalas from natural floral materials. 

In 2017 we continued cubby building as a playtime activity, with students creating their own rights and 
responsibilities document. 

The ‘Huff and Puff’ daily activities continued.  We had a Huff and Puff Gala Day, where no times are 
taken and no ribbons awarded, reflecting our focus on participation and the value of celebrating all 
successes.  Those who opted to participate from Year 3,4,5 and 6 attended inter-school gala days for 
different sports, including cricket, basketball and futsal. They were supportive team players.

Our intensive swimming schemes, camps and excursions are all exciting and integral aspects of learning 
at Korowal as they reinforce the importance of taking responsibility for our health and wellbeing. In 
2017:

• Kindergarten visited the Pinerolo Children’s Book Cottage as part of their Focus Study “Australian 
Picture Books”

• Years 1 & 2 went to the Valley Heights Locomotive Museum as part of their Focus Study “Connections”

• Years 3 & 4 attended an overnight camp to the Brewongle Environmental Education Centre. They 
also visited The Gully in Katoomba as part of their “Indigenous Communities” Focus Study

• Year 5 had a 2 night camp to Hill End as part of their “Heroes and Villians” Focus Study 

11. Initiatives Promoting Respect  
 and Responsibility
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• Year 6 travelled to Canberra for 4 days, for the traditional Year 6 camp visiting major educational 
centres such as Questacon, Geoscience Australia, the War memorial and Parliament House. They 
experienced the huge responsibility it is to govern and retain democracy. Year 6 also attended a 
Sculpture Day at Scenic World with a focus on Transitions.

Morning Circle and Morning Meetings Primary and High
Morning Circle is a distinctive aspect of Primary Education at Korowal. Tables and chairs are stacked 
at the end of each school day, providing space for a circle to be made. Children remove their outdoor 
shoes before entering the classroom.

The essence of Morning Circle is to:

• Promote a feeling of being one group, with each member of equal worth 

• Establish strong and trusting relationships within the group and between teacher and child

• Set a quality of atmosphere – an ambience – for the day

• Provide an effective and lively way of teaching a variety of learning skills which link creative and 
academic intelligences 

• Establish an environment which promotes enjoyment of learning

Morning Meeting in High School is similar as students and staff greet each other to commence the 
day. Disruptions of yesterday are put aside as we welcome each other for a new day. Where this is not 
possible, teachers register the tone of the group and individuals to keep track of the culture of the class. 
It is each person’s responsibility to participate in this ritual to the best of their capacity.

High School 
There are many opportunities for our students to volunteer and participate in activities that develop 
leadership skills and generate a greater sense of self. In addition to these, activities are embedded 
within the rhythm of the week for all to participate.

Some highlights of our year that promoted respect and responsibility include:

• Interschools Debating, Interschools representative sport, State representative sport 

• Student led assemblies; The SRC- Student Representative Council

• Work experience placements; B Street Smart Driver Education program

• Fundraising events- for our Nepalese sister school and other causes. Raising consciousness of 
inclusivity through participation in Harmony day, Wear It Purple day, Say No To Bullying Day, Clean 
Up Australia day

• Open Day and Fair- running the coffee shop, meeting and greeting, speaking about their experiences 
as students

• Performance and Tech support: Korowal Cabaret- performance, band, design, lighting, stage 
management, stage hands, waiting, ticket sales; Korowal Jazz band ‘Neills Armee’ plays at local 
and School events; Drama Monologues; Digital citizenship, Student lab assistants for event
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• Oracy: Morning meetings; Weekly class group discussions; 40th Anniversary celebrations, 
speeches, restorative practice

• Cooperative activities such as camps; field studies in science and geography, excursions; team 
sports 

• Community participation- Engaging with local business and Council Guest speakers; MYST games 
donations; Guest speaker Hugh Mackay engaged with students on the importance of being a 
community member; Induction week events- Years 11 and 12, Year 6 into 7 and Kindy Orientation 
sessions

The SRC was formed in 2017 and is being reviewed for 2018. The model used requires refinement for 
us, as students throughout the School are encouraged to air ideas and concerns directly to their Year 
Coordinators. Having two student spokespersons for each Year indirectly stifled others from speaking! 
In 2018 we have three senior students keen to refresh and renew this program. 
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Korowal Cabaret Performance
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12. Parent, Teacher and Student  
 Satisfaction

Staff
Term 1 Staff Development Day provided a forum for staff to give their feedback and workshop ideas. 
This was facilitated by a consultant. 

The following areas were highlighted for improvement:

• Communication – less emails

• Improved facilities 

• New strategic plan: Clarify futures direction / review mission statement

Students
TIn response to student feedback the following initiatives were rolled out in 2017: 

• High school toilet refurbished

• Unisex/access toilet built

• Indoor classroom area for wet weather

• Maker Space Bus for STEM opportunities

• Bush School days increased from yearly to quarterly

• Coding club established

• Dedicated drama space created

• Specialised sport teachers brought in

Term 1 Staff Development Day provided a forum for staff to give their feedback and workshop ideas. 
This was facilitated by a consultant. 

The following words and phrases were some of the feedback from staff about Korowal

Flag of diversity • Treasure Trove of Talents • Work together • Strong heart  
Tree at heart • Whimsical resilience • Circle • Happy kids • Humour 
Keeping things simple • Past wisdom • Relationships • Playfulness 
Nature • Financial stability • Curiosity • Process..process..process

All together • Encouragement • Love • Children first • Beauty
Celebration • Shared intent • Improving facilities
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• More air-conditioning installed 

• Student led assemblies

• Travel opportunities – Nepal and Japan

• Student exchanges

• Improved learning spaces

• Student ID cards

• Greater learning support

• Increased support for wellbeing

Parents
We commenced the year with challenges put to us by a group of parents, requesting further opportunities 
to be involved in the School. Parents engaged positively in surveys around communications and in 
parent forums held to discuss the use of IT. Parents reported feeling heard as systems changed. 

A scoping meeting was held to discuss avenues for parents to be more involved in the school. 
Participation in school events, assemblies, presentations and fundraising has been outstanding. 

Feedback during parent teacher meetings in both primary and high school has been positive and the 
refinement of student IP’s for some students engenders a sense of support for parents.
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13. Summary of Financial     
 Information

Above figures are derived from Korowal School’s audited 2017 financial statements and 2018 (2017 
data) Financial Questionnaire lodged with Australian Government Department of Education & Training.

2017 recurrent and capital income

2017 recurrent and capital expenditure

2017 recurrent and capital income

2017 recurrent and capital expenditure

n Tuition Fees Income – $1,830,000 (40%)

n Commonwealth Recurrent Grant – $1,958,00 (41%)

n Other Commonwealth Grants – $22,000 (1%)

n State Recurrent Grant – $646,000 (12%)

n Capital Income – $254,000 (5%)

n Private Income – $56,000 (1%)

n Staff Costs – $3,324,000 (72%)

n Non-Staff Operating Costs – $793,000 (19%) 

n Financial Costs – $180,000 (4%)

n Capital expenditure – $303,000 (7%)

2017 Recurrent and Capital Income

2017 Recurrent and Capital Expenditure

The following graphs and tables display the dissection of income and expenditure for Korowal School 
Limited for year ended 31.12.17.



Korowal Celebrates  
40 Years of Education

Schools don’t just happen, we have to create them. We are so grateful to all of the people who have 
made and sustained Korowal. Our school has always been a product of, and an expression of its time.    

In this chapter of Korowal’s history, we are preparing students for a rapidly changing world. We are 
both challenged and excited about the initiatives we are introducing, while remaining true to our 

founding principles of love, or compassion, as conscious action.    We continue to value people, play, 
creativity, kindness, and restorative practices in our relationships.

The future of the school is reliant on people understanding, at a very deep level, how we walk 
alongside each other to know each other, and enable growth and development for students, staff and 

parents. We are committed to sustaining and developing our community as we are all learners and 
teachers of humanity.

Our anniversary gathering in 2017 allowed us to celebrate who we are. We acknowledge that as with 
all learning, we are constantly evolving and our mistakes are our greatest teachers.

Barb Fitzgerald, Principal

Artwork by Olivia Gilmore McKinn
Back cover Students created  
mandalas at Bush School
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